Welcome!
Welcome to this year’s Spring Symposium. We are very excited to be hosting this annual event, which we
bill as our yearly venue that highlights practical insights and education with regard to efficiency and
demand management resources. As the pandemic began impacting our lives just over a year ago, we made
the painful decision to cancel the 2020 Spring Symposium in the interest of public safety. While we are not
out the woods one year later, we have adapted to the reality that in-person events are still not possible
given the state of the pandemic. As such, we are holding this year’s Spring Symposium in this all-virtual
format. We hope you enjoy the 3-day over 3-week middle-of-the-day program.
As we gather on these three days in May, our state is facing unprecedented challenges beyond the
pandemic itself. We are challenged like never before by the stark realities of climate change. Persistent
droughts, longer and more intense wildfire seasons, and devastating heat storms are impacting every
Californian on a year-round basis. While the backdrop is dire, we remain hopeful that actions taken by our
leaders can start to reverse the trends that we are experiencing every day. Efficiency and demand
management have long been at the forefront of our state’s climate battle. And yet even today, we face
innumerable challenges that serve as a roadblock for expanding our resources to their true potential.
Outdated regulatory policies, skeptical bystanders, and inequitable deployments are all challenges that
must be overcome. This year’s Spring Symposium is dedicated to Taking Action by identifying the tools and
tactics that will make an impact. During our three days together, we will discuss ways in which outdated
cost-effectiveness methods can be reformed, we will identify how our valuable resources can be made
available to the grid to address resiliency issues, and we will begin to tackle what has largely been missing
in our industry – addressing social and racial equity within our climate policies.
We have put together a program that will be led by some of our industry’s leading thinkers – people who
formulate, implement, and regulate the very programs and policies that are of most interest to you. They
are here to share their knowledge and wisdom. While the virtual format is not ideal, we have all learned
over the past year how to make the best of it. I encourage you to use the Zoom chat function, raise your
hand, and share your own ideas and perspectives. On behalf of the Council’s Board and our dedicated staff,
I wish you a heartfelt welcome to this year’s Spring Symposium!

Yours efficiently,

Greg Wikler
Executive Director
California Efficiency + Demand Management Council

The California Efficiency + Demand Management Council is a statewide trade association of non-utility companies that
provide energy efficiency, demand response, and data analytics products and services in California. Our member
businesses include implementation and evaluation experts, demand response companies, engineering and
architecture firms, data analytics firms, contractors, financing experts, energy service companies, workforce training
entities, and manufacturers of energy efficiency products and equipment. Our mission is to support energy efficiency
and demand response policies and programs for all Californians to create sustainable jobs, long-term economic
vitality, stable and reasonably priced energy systems, and environmental improvements.
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Agenda at a Glance
DAY 1 – May 6th
12:00-10:10

Welcome and Symposium Overview
Greg Wikler, California Efficiency + Demand Management Council

12:10-1:05

Session 1: Cost-Effectiveness Reform: Best Practices and
Methods
Panelists: Joy Morgenstern, CPUC; Mohit Chhabra, NRDC; Chris Neme,
Energy Futures Group
Moderator: Mike Rufo, Verdant

1:05-1:10

Sponsor Moments

1:10-1:30

Session 1 Audience Q&A

1:30

Adjourn
DAY 2 – May 13th

12:02-12:10

Demand Response Perspective – An Opening Conversation
Greg Wikler, CEDMC; Carmen Henrikson, TRC and CEDMC Board Member

12:10-1:05

Session 2: Demand Response at the Crossroads
Panelists: Mike Florio, Consultant and Former CPUC Commissioner; Siva
Gunda, CEC Commissioner; Anna McKenna, CAISO; Stefanie Tanenhaus,
EBCE
Moderator: Jennifer Chamberlin, CPower and CEDMC Board Member

1:05-1:10

Sponsor Moments

1:10-1:30

Session 2 Audience Q&A

1:30

Adjourn
DAY 3 – May 20th

12:02-12:10

Climate Policy and Equity Perspective – An Opening
Conversation
Greg Wikler, CEDMC; Joanne O’Neill, CLEAResult and CEDMC Board
Member

12:10-1:05

Session 3: Aligning Climate Policy with Social Justice
Panelists: Paula Glover, Alliance to Save Energy; Jody London, Contra Costa
County; Julia Hatton, Rising Sun
Moderator: Pat Watts, FCI Management and CEDMC Board Member

1:05-1:10

Sponsor Moments

1:10-1:25

Session 3 Audience Q&A

1:25-1:30

Closing Comments
Greg Wikler, CEDMC

1:30

Adjourn
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Thank You to Our Sponsors!
Poppy (Platinum) Sponsors

Lupine (Gold) Sponsor

Daffodil (Silver) Sponsors

Iris (Bronze) Sponsors
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The Council’s Sustaining Members

Board of Directors
Mahlon Aldridge, Ecology Action
Sharyn Barata, Opinion Dynamics
Lauren Casentini, Resource Innovations
Jennifer Chamberlin, CPower
Cody Coeckelenbergh, Lincus
Terry Fry, Cadmus
Carmen Henrikson, TRC
Jarred Metoyer, DNV

Matt O’Keefe, Oracle Utilities
Joanne O’Neill, CLEAResult
Gene Rodrigues, ICF
Kim Rodriguez, Nexant
Rich Sperberg, Willdan
Ying Wang, Okapi Architecture
Pat Watts, FCI Management
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Detailed Agenda
Day 1: May 6
12:00-12:10
12:10-1:05

Welcome (10 minutes)
Greg Wikler, Executive Director, California Efficiency + Demand Management Council
Session 1 – Cost-Effectiveness Reform: Best Practices and Methods (55 minutes)
With the advancement of distributed energy resources (DERs) and the urgent need for integrating all
DERs to ensure optimal performance, efforts are underway here in California (through the IDER
proceeding and other venues) as well as at the national level (through efforts including the National
Standard Practice Manual (NSPM) initiative) to create a common framework for cost-effectiveness of
DERs, including various reforms to long-standing cost-effectiveness methods that are outdated and
in need of reform. This session takes a deep dive into CE reform efforts at the state and national
levels and explores developments in the CE reform movement.
Speakers:
Joy Morgenstern, CPUC
Mohit Chhabra, NRDC
Chris Neme, Energy Futures Group
Moderator: Mike Rufo, Verdant

1:05-1:10

Sponsor Moments (5 minutes)

1:10-1:30

Session 1 – Audience Q&A (20 minutes)

Day 2: May 13
12:00-12:02

Welcome and Announcements (2 minutes)

12:02-12:10

Session Perspective: A Conversation about DR & Distributed Energy Resources (8 minutes)
Greg Wikler, CEDMC and Carmen Henrikson, TRC

12:10-1:05

Session 2 – Demand Response at the Crossroads (55 minutes)
During the immediate aftermath of California’s August 2020 extreme heat storms, it was widely
reported that demand response (DR) measures helped the state avert more significant and
consequential impacts. However, due to a myriad of performance and regulatory barriers, the
initially reported savings were significantly discounted. State leaders acknowledge that DR and all
behind-the-meter distributed energy resources (DER) can and must play a more significant role in
addressing our grid challenges. As a result, policymakers are struggling to understand how to
overcome these barriers and enable DR to scale up and meet its true potential. The purpose of this
session is to identify the key barriers that are inhibiting DR and DERs from achieving better outcomes
and discuss ways in which all behind-the-meter resources can be viewed as a trusted and reliable
option for grid operators and electric power distributors.
Speakers:
Michael Florio, Independent Consultant and Former CPUC Commissioner
Siva Gunda, CEC Commissioner
Anna McKenna, CAISO
Stefanie Tanenhaus, EBCE
Moderator: Jennifer Chamberlin, CPower

1:05-1:10

Sponsor Moments (5 minutes)

1:10-1:30

Session 2 – Moderated Q&A (20 minutes)
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Day 3: May 20
12:00-12:02

Welcome and Announcements (2 minutes)

12:02-10:10

Session Perspective: A Conversation about Climate Policy and Social Equity (8 minutes)
Greg Wikler, CEDMC and Joanne O’Neill, CLEAResult

12:10-1:05

Session 3 – Aligning Climate Policy with Social Justice (55 minutes)
As California continues its relentless pursuit of carbon reduction policies, one important topic that
deserves more widespread attention is the extent to which social justice and racial equity factors are
considered during the design and implementation of these policies. As California begins to recover
from the ravaging effects of the COVID pandemic on the clean energy workforce, more attention
needs to be paid to how we align these important climate policies with the people who are most
affected by global climate change. Oftentimes people of color are left on the sidelines as states and
localities pursue aggressive carbon reduction programs and initiatives. The purpose of this panel is to
explore how climate policies can be better aligned with priorities of racial equity and social justice.
Speakers
Paula Glover, Alliance to Save Energy
Jody London, Contra Costa County
Julia Hatton, Rising Sun
Moderator: Pat Watts, FCI Management

1:05-1:10

Sponsor Moments (5 minutes)

1:10-1:25

Session 3 – Moderated Q&A (15 minutes)

1:25-1:30

Closing Comments (5 minutes)
Greg Wikler, Executive Director, California Efficiency + Demand Management Council

The Post-Symposium Survey
Please take a few minutes at the end of the Spring
Symposium to complete the survey and be entered
into a raffle for a chance to win a Google/Nest smart
thermostat. Our sincere thanks to Google/Nest for
donating the thermostat and to our Daffodil sponsors
for hosting the raffle.

Here is the LINK to the survey.
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Speaker Biographies (alphabetical)
Jennifer Chamberlin
Executive Director, Cpower and CEDMC Board Member
Ms Chamberlin brings more than 20 years of expert competitive market and policy
advocacy to CPower’s Demand Response business. Ms Chamberlin has extensive
experience advocating for, developing, and analyzing market rules and procurement
policy across the competitive energy industry. Her career has had a focus on the
market rules surrounding renewable energy, demand side resources and retail access
marketplaces throughout the US. She has assisted retail customers, retail providers,
and independent power producers in a variety of competitive procurement actions,
including numerous auctions, bilateral contract negotiations, and other competitive
means. Her expertise includes an in depth understanding of the complexity of market rules across the US,
as well as the risks and benefits associated with retail market access for both providers and retail
participants.
Mohit Chhabra
Senior Scientist, Natural Resources Defense Council
Mohit Chhabra focuses on affecting policy to accelerate the transition to a
sustainable and clean energy future. He provides analysis and strategic guidance to
policymakers and other stakeholders at the state, regional, and national levels.
Chhabra is currently working on developing cost-efficient pathways to reduce
greenhouse gas emissions from California's rapidly transforming electric grid.
Chhabra has an extensive background in energy conservation analysis. He is a voting member of the
Regional Technical Forum of the Pacific Northwest and is also a part of the Conservation Resources
Advisory Committee of the Pacific Northwest. He holds a master's in civil environmental and architectural
engineering from the University of Colorado, Boulder and a bachelor's in mechanical engineering from the
University of Pune in India. He is based in NRDC's San Francisco office.
Mike Florio
Independent Consultant and Former Commissioner at the CPUC
Michel Peter “Mike” Florio is a consultant on energy policy, regulation and markets,
and a Senior Fellow at Gridworks, an Oakland non-profit that convenes stakeholder
engagements and publishes papers on issues related to decarbonization of the
electricity sector. Mr. Florio was appointed to the California Public Utilities
Commission (CPUC) in January of 2011 by Governor Jerry Brown, and served a full
six-year term through the end of 2016. Prior to his CPUC appointment, he served for
over 30 years as an attorney for The Utility Reform Network (TURN), the leading
utility consumer advocate group in California. Mr. Florio also served on the
governing board of the California Independent System Operator (CAISO) from May of 1997 through early
2005, and on the board of the California Power Exchange from May of 1997 until January of 2001. In 1978
Mr. Florio received a J.D. from New York University School of Law and a Masters of Public Affairs (M.P.A.)
from the Woodrow Wilson School of Public and International Affairs at Princeton University. He was
admitted to the California State Bar that same year.
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Paula Glover
President, Alliance to Save Energy
Paula R. Glover started as President of the Alliance to Save Energy in January 2021. A
dynamic leader with more than 25 years of experience in the energy industry, Ms.
Glover is the seventh president in the Alliance’s 43-year history. Ms. Glover
previously served as President and CEO of the American Association of Blacks in
Energy, a non-profit professional association whose focus is to ensure that African
Americans and other minorities have input into the discussions and development of energy policy,
regulations, and environmental issues. In this role, she was responsible for managing the national office,
and providing strategic direction and leadership for the organization. Prior to this role, Ms. Glover served as
AABE’s Vice President of Operations and as the organization’s Director of Communications. Ms. Glover’s
other experiences include 15 years in the energy industry for both electric and natural gas distribution
companies. During that time, she built a stellar reputation working with state legislators and regulators in
her roles as Manager of Government and Regulatory Affairs. Ms. Glover commands a clear understanding
of the consumer and community sides of the business as well having held industry positions in Community
Outreach and Economic Development. Ms. Glover is a seasoned non-Profit professional. Prior to her time at
AABE, Ms. Glover was the Community Awareness Director for the Regional YMCA of Western Connecticut
where she was responsible for the organizations’ marketing, communications, community and government
relations and public relations functions.
Siva Gunda
Commissioner, California Energy Commission
Commissioner Siva Gunda is serving his first term on the California Energy
Commission. Governor Gavin Newsom appointed Gunda in February 2021 to serve as
the Energy Commission’s public member. He is the lead commissioner on energy
assessments. Gunda served as manager of the Demand Analysis Office and deputy
director for the Energy Commission’s Energy Assessments Division. The division
forecasts and assesses energy demands and supplies. Before joining the Energy
Commission, he served in a variety of capacities at the Energy Efficiency Institute at
the University of California, Davis, including as the director of research, where he directed the institute’s
operations and research portfolio. He holds a master of science in mechanical and aeronautical engineering
from Utah State University. Gunda is pursuing his Ph.D. in mechanical engineering from UC Davis.
Julia Hatton
President and Chief Executive Officer, Rising Sun
Julia Hatton is the President & Chief Executive Officer of Rising Sun Center for
Opportunity, a greater California Bay Area workforce development nonprofit
building career pathways for economic equity and climate resilience. Hatton joined
Rising Sun in 2012 and directed the organization’s workforce development efforts
for over five years as Director of Youth Programs and Director of Programs before
taking on its policy and strategy work around equity, climate, and workforce.
Hatton has been a strong voice for ensuring that green jobs are quality jobs that provide accessible
pathways out of poverty, and that climate investments and programs prioritize underserved and hard-toreach communities. In 2018, Hatton became the organization’s first Director of Strategy Development &
Policy, responsible for raising Rising Sun’s visibility, building meaningful relationships with partners, and
advocating for economic, racial, and gender equity through a climate and workforce lens. In 2019, Hatton
also acted as interim Director of Development and Communications before becoming one of Rising Sun’s
interim Co-Executives and then taking on the role of CEO. Immediately prior to Rising Sun, she designed and
implemented the Connecticut Efficient Healthy Homes Initiative, the nation’s first utility-funded healthy
homes and weatherization program for low-income families.
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Carmen Henrikson
Vice President, TRC and CEDMC Board Member
Ms. Henrikson has over 20 years of experience in the advancement of clean and
distributed energy resources with a focus on delivery and integration of energy
efficiency, demand response and renewable technologies. At TRC, she provides
strategic and policy direction for the design and management of utility-scale energy
efficiency programs. Ms. Henrikson serves as Board Chair on the California Efficiency
and Demand Management Council’s Board of Directors. Ms. Henrikson holds an M.B.A.
and M.S. in Natural Resource Policy from the University of Michigan’s Erb Institute of Global Sustainable
Enterprise.
Jody London
Sustainability Coordinator, Contra Costa County
Jody London joined Contra Costa County as its first Sustainability Coordinator in
June 2016. Jody oversees implementation of the County’s Climate Action Plan
and serves as staff to the Sustainability Committee of the Board of Supervisors
and the Sustainability Commission, a citizen advisory board. Prior to joining
Contra Costa County, Jody worked as a consultant to local governments and
non-profit organizations on energy issues, in which role she helped form the
Local Government Sustainable Energy Coalition and the Regional Energy
Networks. Her experience includes six years on the staff of the California Public Utilities Commission, and
working with the U.S. EPA in the Superfund program. Jody’s community service includes 12 years on the
Oakland School Board, an elected position. She has a BA in English from UC Berkeley and a Master in Public
Administration from Columbia University.
Anna McKenna
Assistant General Counsel, California Independent System Operator
Anna Alfano McKenna is the Interim Head of Market Policy and Performance
at the California Independent System Operator (ISO). Since joining the ISO in
May 2005, she has advised the corporation and led on a variety of regulatory
matters and issues related to the development of market and operational
enhancements, expansion of regional markets, tariff amendments,
enforcement proceedings and market manipulation proceedings,
implementation and compliance matters, compliance with rule makings,
resource adequacy, market monitoring and manipulation issues, transmission issues, and day-to-day
operations in a FERC-regulated environment. Ms. McKenna has also participated and advised in state
regulatory matters that impact ISO markets and resource adequacy and has collaborated with
representatives of other Independent System Operators, Regional Transmission Operators, and utilities to
provide feedback to Federal agencies on important policy initiatives that affect energy markets and
reliability. Ms. McKenna earned her J.D. from American University in 1999, is certified to practice law in the
District of Columbia, Virginia, and Maryland, and is registered as in-house counsel with the State Bar of
California. Anna obtained a Master in Economics from McGill University (Montreal, Canada) in 1992, and a
Bachelor of Arts, double major in Industrial Relations and Economics from McGill University in 1989.
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Joy Morgenstern
Energy Analyst, California Public Utilities Commission
Dr. Joy Morgenstern has worked as a regulatory analyst in the Energy Division of the
California Public Utilities Commission since 2005. Her focus is cost-effectiveness of
distributed energy resources. She has also worked on demand response, building
decarbonization, and basic energy literacy education. Joy received a Ph.D. in Energy
Management and Environmental Policy from the University of Pennsylvania, and
previously studied physics and applied science.
Chris Neme
Principal, Energy Futures Group
Chris Neme is a Principal and Co-Founder of Energy Futures Group (EFG), a clean
energy consulting firm with offices in Vermont, Massachusetts and New York. During
his more than 25 years in the industry, Chris has helped clients in more than 30 states,
6 Canadian provinces and several European countries with a variety of energy
efficiency, demand response, strategic electrification and other distributed energy
resource market assessments, programs and policies. He has filed expert witness
testimony on these issues in more than 60 dockets before energy regulators in 13 different states and
provinces, as well as before several state legislatures. Chris has also authored or co-authored numerous
reports and papers on clean energy policies and programs, including the 2017 National Standard Practice
Manual for Assessing Cost-Effectiveness of Energy Efficiency Resources (“NSPM for EE”), the 2020 National
Standard Practice Manual for Benefit-Cost Analysis of Distributed Energy Resources (“NSPM for DERs”), and
several reports on non-wires alternatives.
Joanne O’Neill
Senior Program Director, CLEAResult and CEDMC Board Member
Joanne O’Neill has 15 years of experience in the demand side management and
utility industries. During this time Joanne has developed, launched and implemented
numerous energy efficiency programs across residential, commercial and industrial
customer segments. She has a long history of working with key market actors
including manufacturers, retailers and contractors to successfully deliver these
programs. In addition to energy efficiency, Joanne has led numerous product
development efforts, including the design of time-of-use rate pilots and locational targeting of DSM
resources for capital transmission and distribution project deferral. She has experience with portfolio
regulatory submissions, testifying as an expert witness, state policy advocacy, and strategic planning
processes. In her role as the Director of Programs, Joanne leads a team responsible for delivering a set of
diverse, innovative and cost-effective offerings across northern and southern California in the commercial,
public, industrial and agricultural sectors. She also continues to leverage her expertise in time variant rates
and grid modernization to assist clients across the country. In addition to a MBA in Sustainable Business,
she is a Lean Six Sigma Green Belt and certified in Pragmatic Marketing.
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Mike Rufo
Executive Consultant, Verdant Associates
Mike Rufo is an Executive Consultant and Strategic Advisor at Verdant Associates
with over 30 years of experience in most aspects of energy resource consulting and
related business management. Mike has been an innovative industry influencer
throughout his career, as well as an organizational leader. From 1996 to 2015,
Mike held leadership positions at Itron Inc. and XENERGY Inc. He is a well-known
and highly regarded national expert in many areas, including resource planning,
policy assessment, cost-effectiveness, adoption forecasting, evaluation, best practices, market assessment,
and strategy. Mike has designed and managed some of the industry’s largest and most innovative
evaluation, planning, and research portfolios. His work has been the basis for numerous energy resource
goals, program designs, and evaluation and planning approaches and has been widely cited. In 2017, Mike
was honored with IEPEC’s Lifetime Achievement Award. Mike holds an M.A. in Technology and Human
Affairs from Washington University and a B.A. in Environmental Studies and Planning (Energy Management
Focus) from Sonoma State University.
Stefanie Tanenhaus
Principal Regulatory Analyst at East Bay Community Energy
Stefanie Tanenhaus supports EBCE’s policy positions in regulatory proceedings at
the CPUC and CAISO. Stefanie joined EBCE from Energy and Environmental
Economics (E3), where she focused on distributed and system-wide resource
planning and economic evaluation. Prior to E3, Stefanie helped develop PG&E’s
strategy and positions on renewable energy policies and worked on the
implementation of California’s climate policies for the Natural Resources
Defense Council (NRDC). She received an M.S. in Civil and Environmental Engineering from Stanford
University, and a B.S. in Biomedical Engineering from Washington University in St. Louis.
Pat Watts
President & CEO, FCI Management and CEDMC Board Member
Patricia Watts is President and CEO of Faith Com Inc., dba/FCI Management
(FCI). Founded in 1998, FCI is a full-service energy/water consulting company
offering a broad level of expertise in energy/water efficiency services. Today, FCI
is a certified, woman owned, minority, corporation, headquartered in Long Beach,
CA with offices in New York and Georgia.
Ms. Watts developed her knowledge and skills from an expansive 24-year
career in the electric utility industry with Southern California Edison. During which time she held
management and supervisory positions in customer service, energy services, marketing, public affairs, and
community relations. This experience allowed her to acquire an in-depth knowledge of the electric utility
industry in both the regulated and deregulated environments.
Ms. Watts is very active in the community and illustrates her commitment through work on
several boards in the City of Los Angeles and the State of California. She is a member of the Board of
Directors and serves as the Treasurer for “Goals for Life” a non-profit organization that provides
mentoring programs for at-risk students. She is also a member of the Board of Directors for Community
Build, a non-profit community development organization which focuses on bringing capital investments
into South Central Los Angeles. Ms. Watts is on the board of the Koreatown Youth Community Center
(KYCC) as well as the California Black Chamber of Commerce. She serves as the Chair of the Minority
Business Input Committee (MBEIC) which is a subcommittee of the Southern California Minority Business
Development Council (SCMBDC), and is a member of the Low-Income Oversight Board (LIOB) under the
CPUC.
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Greg Wikler
Executive Director, California Efficiency + Demand Management Council
As Executive Director, Greg is responsible for the day-to-day operations of the Council
leading staff, managing Board activities, and connecting with members. In his over 30
years of experience in the energy industry, Greg has addressed a variety of issues related
to demand-side resources including energy efficiency, demand response, distributed
generation, energy storage and grid modernization programs for the electric and gas
industries. Over this time, Greg has directed numerous national, regional and utility-specific market potential
and load forecasting studies, technology assessments, integrated demand-side resource program designs,
economic assessments, evaluation studies, and extensive stakeholder collaboration and resolution. Before
joining the Council, Greg was a Managing Director at Navigant from 2014 to 2019, where he directed a variety of
cutting-edge consulting assignments related to clean energy issues for utility and agency clients in California,
Arizona, Hawaii, New York, Canada, and Asia. Prior to that, he was Director of Regulatory Affairs at EnerNOC
from 2011 to 2014, where he led the company’s energy efficiency and demand response regulatory and policy
advocacy efforts in California, Colorado, Nevada, and Pennsylvania. Prior to that, he was Vice President and
Chief Innovation Officer at Global Energy Partners from 1995 to 2011, where he led demand-side resource client
engagements in California and other US states addressing topics ranging from resource planning, program
design, implementation, and evaluation. Greg received his Bachelor’s degree in Energy Economics from UC Davis
and his Master’s degrees in Economics and Urban Planning from the University of Oregon.
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1111 Broadway, Suite 300 | Oakland, CA 94607
www.cedmc.org
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